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You're still one day in the calendar and the heart begins to beat more often, and butterfly appears in
the stomach and intercepts breathing.Familiar?

Yes!Very soon you are waiting for a dream trip, - you finally go to language courses: new
acquaintances, new places, interesting people and program, travel and adventure, sea of
emotions.Congratulations!How not to forget something important in Euphoria and prepare for the
trip?Catch our check list.

Prepare documents

Collect the folder with all personal documents, including bank details, passport, insurance,
confirmation of payment and enrollment into language courses, check availability of the necessary
visas and make copies of the main documents.

Lifehak: Make a digitization of all documents and save on a laptop that you take with you.

Observing in local currency

Ensure that all bank cards you plan to use in a new country are effective and work better.If
necessary, warning the bank on the trip so that the card is not blocked due to unusual transactions.

Lifehak: Have cash in the currency of the country where you go in the amount of $ 100-300.They
can come in handy in force majeure.

Prepare mobile phone

You hardly forget him, it's true.But here is the presence of a charger in a hand-made bare.Keep it
near and do not pass into baggage, as the phone can be treacherously discharged into the most
inconvenient moment.Connect roaming so that you can contact relatives, friends or airline, if
something goes not according to plan.Free place in the phone, install the necessary messengers
and applications, for a comfortable trip.

Lyfhak: At airports and at the stations of most countries there are offices of the main operators of the
country.You can buy a SIM card immediately upon arrival in the country and connect the Internet
with a favorable tariff.

Check the technique and adapters
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Most likely, do you take with you a working laptop?And maybe more tablet for convenience,
professional chamber or camera.In any case, check that I took all the necessary chargers and
adapters for them.

Lyfhak: The adapter has a property to lose or deteriorate, so take two.One hold in hand clashes, in
case you want to wait for the transplantation for watching the series on a laptop at the airport, and
the second can be put in luggage.About the reserve.

Collect a personal first-aid kit

Abroad drugs are usually sold according to the recipe, so it is better to take with you what is often
used with a cold, headache, sudden allergies, food poisoning, and so on.If you have a list of
medicines that you take on the recommendation of the doctor, take a recipe with you.

Lifehak: one or two tablets of drugs from allergies and poisoning is better to hold in hand-made
bare, like an antiseptic and plaster.They can come in handy on the road.Do not forget to take a road
toothbrush and pasta.

Check out local cuisine and grocery stores

The Internet can be easily understood in the kitchen, customs and traditions of any country.In
advance, find out what popular is where you go.Check if there are familiar products for you, such as
buckwheat or condensed milk, and where you can buy them.

Lifehak: write down the phone's address of stores and supermarkets in the city where you are going,
where you can buy products that you definitely need.

Learn about the benefits and discounts

Most European countries have a cool system of benefits for students, including foreign ones.In
advance, find out what buns of the language school you can take advantage.These can be
discounts on public transport, low prices for tickets to museums, etc.

Lifehak: Ask the language school an extract that you came to study in this country.In most European
countries, this document can be the basis for discounts on excursions on the sights of the country.A
cool way to spend time with your new friends.

Cave notepad and dictionaries

In general, the Office abroad may be more expensive, so you will be killed that I took everything you
need for study.Be ready for what you hear many unfamiliar words and you will get used to the new
language environment.Record interesting phrases and words that you find out and plan your day to
do everything.



Lifehak: Diary Linguabook 2.0 can be an indispensable assistant for you, here and a tracker habits,
and a plan on a day, and a place for new words, and a motivator and a diary of the goals.And most
importantly, you can use it not only on this trip.

Tightening English

As a child, they were told "before death they are not soul", but before a trip to the language courses,
English has time to tighten quite still.Wrong on one of our intensives and pump "gray zones" of their
English.

Lifehak: Intensive at times in English will help you finally understand what time you need to use and
bring this skill to automatism.And this will help confidently use the tongue and not be afraid of
mistakes in communication with carriers!

Take something special

It is no secret that the comfort create not just some things, but what has a special meaning for
us.Take with you your favorite book, a soft toy or pillow, you can even a favorite plaid or a photo in
the framework.A small native thing to your heart will warb in a new place and motivate to good
study.

Lifehak: Be sure to acquire something special and in a new place.Buy what you can bring back
home.A small souvenir will be an excellent reminder of a stunning trip and original lingu-trophy.

Have a good travel!


